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The First Twenty Four Hours
Upper Midwest Employment Law 

Institute, 2009

The first 24 hours after an 

employee complains is a 

critical time for employers

Intake: The First 24 Hours
• The process of “intake” or, literally, taking 

in the complaint is necessarily and 

properly decidedly different from 

investigation.

• The quality of the intake will have an impact 

upon the quality of the investigation

• Strong connection between treatment of 

an employee at time of complaint and 

whether or not employee will bring a 

charge or suit against the employer

Sepler & Associates’ Research
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Suits, charges and other 

claims

• Arise out of anger, frustration and 

distrust in the organization’s willingness 

to, interest in or capability for managing 

the problem they have described. 

They are a reflection of the 

employee’s perception that…

• they have not been listened to, have 

not been taken seriously, have been 

unfairly judged, or the organization has 

not been open and diligent.

A charge is the weapon that a 

complainant has to force their 

employer to listen. It is 

essentially the employee 

saying, “If you won’t listen to 

me, I will find someone to 

make you.”

Conflating intake and 

investigation may be one of the 

biggest errors an organization 

can make.

• the direct questioning and skepticism 

appropriate in the latter stages of an 

investigation can crush a complainant’s 

confidence in their employer. 
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The Objective of Good Intake

• allow the employee to perceive that 

they have been fully heard and

• To affirm their feelings

Critical Training Issue

• The difference between an employee 

disagreement,

• A minor conflict,

• Or an indication that conduct may be in violation 

of a policy

– Give them examples and yardsticks

– Encourage them to seek coaching or assistance

– Remind them of their responsibility and liability

The overall perspective about 

complaints should be 

managed. 

• Many  leaders will be inclined to view a complaint 

as a problem or a burden, and view complaining 

employees as “making trouble.” 

• Many will immediately suspect ulterior motives. 

Two Useful Analogies
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The Toothpaste Analogy

• Workplace issues do not “just go away.”

• The longer an employee waits to raise an issue, 

the more complicated it will get and the more 

organizational resources will be used to address 

it. 

• If employees complain when they are merely 

troubled by something, it can often  be 

addressed in a simple and straightforward 

manner.

The Complaint is a Gift

The Three Forms of Employee 

Complaints
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Contact

• Complainant States:

– Unaffected

– Observed only

• Complainant Reports:

– Sole known incident

– Inexplicit or moderate in offensiveness

– Easily verifiable

problem
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• Complainant Feels:

– Isolated or marginal concerns

– May not be integrated

– Expectations unclear

Contact
Do no Harm

• The primary interaction with the 

complainant is to thank them for 

bringing the information forward and to 

get simple details about the meeting

• If everything said is true…what would 

we do?

This type of contact is best 

dealt with

• Close to the problem

• As informally and immediately as 

possible—coaching or universal 

approaches

• Still must be documented

Concern

• Complainant States:

– “Need help”

– “Have a problem”

• Complainant Reports:

– Second incident of contact level conduct

– Ongoing, subtle concerns

– Concerns about escalating

• (May demand confidentiality)

problem
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• Complainant Feels:

– More centrality

– Wants substantive change/help

– Still “on top” of situation

– Manageable expectations

– Expects action

Concern “I just want it to stop”

• Stuck between wanting it to stop and 

worrying that the cost of stopping it will 

be too high.

Asking for Confidentiality

• Psychologically, they want to reduce the “carrying” 

stress so they can continue to cope

• The serious dilemma here is that employers are 

not in a position to agree to keep secrets when it 

comes to possible violations of law and certain 

policies.  

Please Don’t Tell Anyone

• Never promise confidentiality

• Problem solve with the employee

• Follow up

• Always be honest
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Key Responses

• Listen to whatever they want to say

• Recognize and validate their distress

• Provide as much information as 

possible regarding steps that will be 

taken to look into or address the issue. 

• Ensure fairness, focus on what is 

“promissable”: It will stop.

Complaint

• Complainant States:

– File a complaint

– Being harassed or discriminated against

– Can’t take it anymore problem

Complaint

• Complainant Reports:

– Physical contact

– Repeat of concern level conduct

– Prior complaints not taken seriously

– “Incessant” conduct

– Highly explicit conduct or language

• Complainant Feels:

– Displacement of other priorities

– Want belief/acceptance

– Can’t stop it or believes can’t

– Wants cessation

– Your problem

– Possible excessive expectations

Complaint
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The most important response

• Thank them

• Listen without interruption

• Be empathetic with their feelings, but 

not with the facts

• Do not debate, diminish or dispute.

• Don’t blame or try to resolve.

Commitment to Action

• In these matters, the trust of the 

employee is very fragile, and not over-

promising, but diligently delivering on 

those promises made, is critical to 

keeping the situation from escalating.

There will be emotion.

• Expect and accept a high degree of 

emotion during this kind of complaint, 

and not take it personally; nor should he 

or she expect that the initial version of 

events will be factually accurate. 

Advocacy speak . . . .  

• The expression of feelings and events intended to 

persuade and promote an alliance, supportive response or 

other emotional validation of the event or events being 

described.

• will routinely include distortions, magnifications, 

overstatements, omissions, re-contextualizations, and 

outright misstatements of fact.

• is a routine and essential part of processing of events.

• will continue without validations of feelings and satisfaction 

that their side has been heard.
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My Side

My 
reordered 

recollection

The facts

• The hallmark of responding to complaint-

level reports is to avoid defensiveness and 

to emphasize promptness and action. 

– Telling the complainants that you take their 

concern very seriously, instituting immediate 

interim actions to minimize further disruption 

and to secure evidence (i.e. separating parties, 

securing documents) and being very specific 

and precise about next steps is essential. 

What are the “basics” that 

should be collected?
– Who was involved? 

– Where and When?

– First Time or Similar events prior? 

– Who saw it? Who may have heard it or seen something?

– Who did you tell about it ? When? 

– What actions did you take? 

– Do you have any electronic or written records that would be helpful 

in understanding or verifying this event?

– What prompted this report?

What should not be happening
– Extensive or intensive note-taking ( a preprinted intake form 

can be very helpful)

– Detailed questioning

– Pressing for details or challenging versions of events

– Questions or comments about the character of the 

complainant or any other employee

– Statements as to whether the person doing the intake 

believes what they are hearing

– Implying that a “false complaint” could result in problems for 

the complainant, or making veiled statements about the 

reputation of any accused
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Intake Ends

• Once the intake is complete, determine 

if and what type of investigation is 

needed

• Commence the Investigation


